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Bodies - The Exhibition 

"A Remarkable Educational Experience"

This exhibition offers a unique view of human anatomy, putting real

human bodies and organs on display. Thanks to a process called polymer

preservation, these specimens are able to retain their physical appearance

while halting the decay process. During your visit, you'll learn about the

skeletal, muscular, nervous, respiratory, digestive, and reproductive

systems. The time it took to prepare the specimens on display ranges from

one week to over a year.

 +1 702 262 4400  www.luxor.com/entertainment/bodi

es.aspx

 3900 Las Vegas Boulevard South, The

Luxor Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas NV
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National Atomic Testing Museum 

"Little-Known Facts"

History and science unfold at the National Atomic Testing Museum. Get to

know why the Nevada Test Site was founded, its above and underground

tests and non-nuclear programs. The museum chronicles the past and

present of atomic weapons and its effect worldwide. Right from its

inception, conception to its advancement in current times, are displayed

through various exhibits. These include bombs, testing devices, artefacts

and radioactive displays.

 +1 702 794 5151  nationalatomictestingmus

eum.org/

 info@nationalatomictesting

museum.org

 755 East Flamingo Road, Las

Vegas NV
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Springs Preserve 

"Oasis in the Middle of the City"

Nestled within close proximity to Downtown Las Vegas, Springs Preserve

is a natural park and cultural center devoted to commemorating the

history of Las Vegas and promoting sustainability. Listed on the National

Register of Historic Places, the preserve is a rich repository of desert

botanical gardens, museums, and galleries. It is home to several life-sized

displays, exhibits, and entities centered around building a green

environment. this insightful preserve also hosts classes, lectures, and

workshops built around the disciplines of cooking, archaeology,

sustainability, arts, crafts, cultural studies and more. Serpentine trails

cleave many wetlands and lush desert terrains at this sprawling preserve

which is also home to an indoor theater and a historic photo gallery. A

seamless synergy of nature, education, and conservation, Springs Reserve

is a noble step towards replenishing the global environment.

 +1 702 822 7700  www.springspreserve.org/  333 South Valley View Boulevard, Las

Vegas NV
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The Neon Museum 

"Vegas' Neon History"

The Neon Museum is located in downtown Las Vegas and though it is

open all day, it is best viewed at night. See the Caesars Palace sign in its

fully-colored splendor, and catch a glimpse of the horse and rider from the

old Hacienda Hotel. The museum often adds new items to this marvelous

collection. Entrance is available as part of a guided tour only. Purchase

tickets early for the later tours as they fill up quickly.

 +1 702 387 6366  www.neonmuseum.org/  info@neonmuseum.org  770 Las Vegas Boulevard

North, Las Vegas NV
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Las Vegas Natural History

Museum 

"Cockroaches To Dinosaurs"

The past is alive in this museum. You'll find everything from fossils to an

animated 35-foot (10.6-meter) Tyrannosaurus Rex. As for more modern

monsters, there is a 3000-gallon (11,356-liter) aquarium with sharks that

seem to be waiting for dinner. The learning process is enhanced with

multimedia and hands-on displays, as well as live and mounted animals.

One of the most popular displays contains live insects, including giant

cockroaches.

 +1 702 384 3466  www.lvnhm.org/  900 Las Vegas Boulevard North, Las

Vegas NV
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